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BACKGROUND 

In 2012 the Lawrence Police Department implemented policy in reference to the 
process by which issued citations are voided and/or dismissed. It is the goal of the 
Lawrence Police Department to maintain an accurate account for municipal citations 
issued by sworn personnel. As outlined in the policy, a citation is "Voided" when the 
citation was created, printed and found to be in error. A request for "Dismissal" form is 
used when a citation has been issued to a vehicle or person and then the need for 
dismissal arises at a later time. The data below represents the forms turned into the 
Office of Professional Accountability for 2014. 

DATA 
2014 Voided Citations 

Voided due to equipment malfunction 34 
Writing Errors, Duplicate Citations et al. 93 
TOTAl: 127 

2014 R eques t f o· or JSmJssa s 
Charged through District Court 12 
Dismissed due to equipment 5 
malfunction 
Officer error in writing_ 7 
All other 4 
TOTAl: 28 
Data represents January 1, 2014 through December 31, 2014. 

DISCUSSION 

In 2014 there were a total of 155 citations that were voided or requests submitted 
for dismissal, down from the reported total of 24 7 citations in 2013. As was common 
occurrence in previous years, the data collected in 2014 reveals a statistically significant 
number of voided and dismissed citations based on equipment malfunctions, with most 
of the equipment malfunctions being related to the automatic ticket writers failing to print 
citations. As stated in previous year end reports, these malfunctions are ongoing issues 
that the Information Services division continuously address. Further, 22 citations were 
voided and/or dismissed in order to facilitate the charging of subjects through District 
Court after more information was gained. 



When we exclude equipment malfunctions, errors in data entry, errors in the 
collection of accurate information from the citizens, duplication of citations and charges 
being transferred to District Court there was one citation that was written correctly and a 
request to void the citation was submitted. The parking citation was issued to an elderly 
female that was parked in the Fire Lane at Walmart loading items into her car. The 
officer discovered the driver made contact with Walmart management and had approval 
to temporarily park the car there as the items were loaded. The officer requested the 
citation be voided after obtaining further information. 

~~· 
Sergeant Casey Cooper 
Office of Professional Accountability 


